
Making a Splash
I hope that you enjoy reading our Newsletter in its new format. There is always an 
element of risk in changing something familiar, but we feel that the time is right for 
a change, and we hope that you will like our first attempt at something new. It has 
been designed to be more easily navigated online, as well as in hard copy, and to be 
a companion to the new website which we look forward to launching on 1 May.

You will also spot our new logo. We have opted for a design that is in continuity with 
the ‘splash’ that has identified ReSource since it began in 2004, but re-shaped in a 
more contemporary idiom. Thank you to Hullo Creative for their skill and patience in 
helping us to think through how a logo functions, and how we might design one that 
honours the story of God’s work through ReSource to this point while marking out 

the start of a definable new phase in the life and work of the charity.

As you read on you will see that we have taken this opportunity to share with you some of the key aspects of our 
work. Some of this will be familiar to you as the staple ministry of ARM and ReSource down the years. Other things, 
though, may be less familiar. As we have reflected on our work, we have discerned some exciting new ministries 
which we believe will be of significant value to churches and church leaders across the traditions who are eager to 
engage with the Holy Spirit for renewal, discipleship and mission. We would value your prayer as we develop these ideas 
and offer them to churches across the country. 

Which brings me to the messages in the ReSource logo. The splash speaks of the “living water” of the Holy Spirit’s 
life in us, in the church and in the world. It speaks of the outward flow of 
the Spirit’s work impacting every part of life as the agent of God’s new 
creation. And it speaks of the vitality and creativity and spontaneity of 
the Spirit who is always doing something new. 

But it speaks also of the impact that ReSource can make as we serve the 
church in the power of the Spirit. Please pray that wherever we serve we 
might have a kingdom-influence, that helps churches to be more Alive in 
the Spirit and Active in Mission.

With love and prayer, 

www.resource-arm.net
office@resource-arm.net
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What do we do?

ReSource’s calling is to enable little, local and ordinary 
churches to engage with the Holy Spirit for renewal, 
discipleship and mission. Everything we do is aligned to that 
fundamental calling, at the heart of which is a deep and 
abiding conviction that engagement with the Holy Spirit 
is an essential not optional part of what it means to live 
Christianly this side of the Day of Pentecost.

As theologian David Ford has put it “the all-pervasive and 
constitutive cry of the church is ‘Come Holy Spirit’”. Or at 
least it should be, but all too often, sadly, it isn’t. And then we 
wonder why the life has drained from our churches, and why 
discipleship has become just another set of do’s and don’ts, 
and why mission feels like such hard work. The wellspring for 
all our work at ReSource is a passionate desire to reacquaint 
churches with the Person and work of the Holy Spirit, who 
draws us individually and collectively into fellowship with the 
Father and the Son, and then beckons us to join Him in His 
transforming work in the world. 

On the journey with you

We feel that the best way of doing this is to work alongside 
churches and their leaders, and to shape the contribution 
that we make in careful conversation and preparation. You 
will see on this page some of the broad areas in which we are 
asked to minister, and on the next few pages you will read 
about some new ministries which we are looking to offer 
to churches and church leaders. In each case we can either 
offer a one-off opportunity for teaching and ministry, or be 

on a longer journey alongside a church or group of churches 
as they navigate their way into a fresh engagement with 
the Holy Spirit and all that He brings with Him. Most of our 
engagements involve teaching about the Holy Spirit, often 
with a particular focus, and always with an opportunity to 
make a response that is appropriate to the theme of the day 
and the journey that the church is on, so that we become not 
only hearers but doers of the word! 

New Ministries

We are excited to be able to tell you in the pages of this 
Newsletter about the new ministries which will be key parts 
of our fresh offer to the church. Read on! The Sanctuary Days, 
Alongside programme, Connect Days and Renewal Retreats for 
church leaders, will be ready from the autumn and can be 
booked now.

We will be able to tell you soon about a Partnership Scheme for 
churches to be in an ongoing relationship with ReSource, with 
different levels of engagement. And we will be developing a 
range of online resources, designed particularly for little, local 
and ordinary 
churches, 
which will be 
an ongoing 
project for 
us. After long 
months in 
the planning 
we are really 
excited to 
begin to draw 
back the veil 
on a new set 
of ministries, 
alongside 
all that we 
currently do.

Still serving the church 
through
Renewal Days

Focused Teaching Days

Leadership Days and Weekends

PCC MAP and Vision Days

Sunday Preaching

Deanery and Diocesan Training

Online resources

Intercession 

and read on…
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If you would like to discuss how ReSource can support 
your churches or your ministry, please be in touch 
with us!
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Sanctuary Days or Weekends are opportunities to step 
aside for a while to find the spiritual refreshment that 
so many of us need and long for. They are for churches 
or groups of churches or church leaders; will generally 
run locally, though occasionally in retreat centres for 
individuals to book; and will be designed to suit the 
spirituality and tradition of those who are attending. They 
can be run for small numbers or larger gatherings. They will 
be led by ReSource staff or Associates, and the programme 
will include worship, teaching, silence, ministry, and the 
breaking of bread, with an entire emphasis on meeting with 
God, in the power and fellowship of the Holy Spirit. 

As we listened to church members and church leaders 
through the ReSource Future process, we heard again and 
again an often forlorn message about a prevailing weariness 
amongst God’s people, often combined with an expression 
of longing to go deeper into the things of God and the life of 
the Spirit. “Help us to go deeper” was a frequent heart-cry 
from church leaders. And as we have begun to speak to them 
and others about ReSource starting to offer a Day or Weekend 
which provides an uncluttered space for God, with teaching 
and sensitive ministry which allows dry lives to immerse 
for a while in the living waters of the Spirit, the unanimous 
response has been “Yes please, when can you come?”. This 
has emboldened us to offer Sanctuary Days or Weekends 
wherever we might be invited.  

In the Old Testament the Sanctuary (in the Tabernacle or 
the Jerusalem Temple) was the place of God’s dwelling, “the 
place where heaven and earth met” as Tom Wright describes 
it, a God-filled place, overpoweringly so on occasions (as 
in Exodus 40:34 and 1 Kings 8:10). It was also a place of 
refuge and retreat, the place in which God’s people were 
drawn to worship and to pray. And in the New Testament the 
Sanctuary, as Holy of Holies, is open to ‘the many not just the 
few’, through the torn curtain. 

It is exactly here that we want to venture on ReSource 
Sanctuary Days or Weekends, to be where God is. To find in 
our retreating, a space, a meeting-place, a listening-station, a 
place of plenty from which we can return to the life and work 
that God has given us refreshed and re-energised, saying 
with David “I love your Sanctuary, Lord, the place where your 
glorious presence dwells”, Psalm 26:8 (NLT) 

Sanctuary Days

“ Sanctuary Days are a wonderful 
opportunity for the deep spiritual 
refreshment that so many of us 
need; a chance to step into healing 
and wholeness and be renewed for 
the ongoing tasks of ministry. Every 
church should have one!”

Fi Iddon, Curate of St George’s, Shrewsbury

www.resource-arm.net
office@resource-arm.net

01952 371300
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If you think that this could be for your church or 
churches, please talk to your church leadership, and 
ask them to be in touch with us by phone or using the 
enquiry page on the new website after 1 May. 
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Alongside is a new programme of personal support 
for church leaders, facilitated by ReSource staff and 
Associates. The heart of the Alongside initiative is one-to-
one companionship for church leaders, with a commitment 
to befriend, pray with and for, and journey alongside them 
in the demanding and often lonely task of ordained or lay 
leadership, be that in a conventional or pioneer ministry. 

While some clergy have mentors, coaches or work consultants 
the majority have no one alongside them at close quarters as 
what we might call a prophetic companion, someone who can 
bring an objectivity from outside the context, the wisdom of 
their own ministry experience and the giftedness to bring a 
prophetic word and insight where that might enrich a leader’s 
life and ministry. 

There are lots of people out there who can bring 
outstanding professional gifts to support church leaders, 
and we don’t want to step on their toes where this is what is 
needed. Indeed, we will sometimes recommend them! But 
for many church leaders it is not paid, professional support 
they need for the long haul, but a prophetic friend and 

companion alongside, with whom they can be vulnerable 
and transparent. 

And while diocesan and denominational leaders will often 
suggest or even provide professional support for clergy, there 
is very often a reluctance to take up the offer or to share at 
any depth when there is the prospect of reporting lines back 
to senior leadership. Again, we don’t want to get in the way 
when this is exactly the right provision, but we would love 
to offer what many church leaders appear to be asking for, 
which is a prophetic friend and companion who will share the 
journey with them, in total confidence. 

The key, and perhaps distinguishing, mark of a ReSource 
companionship will be a contract to pray with and pray for the 
church leader in and between meetings, and a commitment 
to listen to God with and for the church leader as a potentially 
prophetic voice into their lives.

Alongside

“Working with Kevin has been a huge success in 
terms of my development as a leader. Our time 

together has helped me to take a longer-term view 
of my ministry and make good decisions which we 

are still benefitting from. I have particularly valued 
Kevin’s willingness to speak openly and prophetically 

into the situations I have been wrestling with. His 
insights have often helped me see further than I 

could do on my own, and have always been wise, kind 
and gracious. I cannot recommend highly enough 

the work that ReSource does and in particular, the 
new Alongside ministry.”

Andy Dykes, Liverpool Cathedral

www.resource-arm.net
office@resource-arm.net

01952 371300

If you are a church leader and think Alongside might 
be right for you and something you would like to 
explore please email or call the Director, or let us know 
on the enquiry page on the new website after 1 May. 
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Connect Days are custom-designed days of inspiration for 
clusters of churches in a benefice, Deanery or ecumenical 
grouping. They will include a mixture of worship, teaching 
and workshops tailored to meet the needs of the churches 
in a locality and designed to allow God space and 
opportunity to meet with His people and to ‘connect’ them 
more closely to one another and to the work of his Spirit. 

As churches of all denominations find themselves clustering 
in formal or informal groupings, be that through pastoral 
reorganisation, or within a missional or resourcing strategy, 
we sense that Connect Days could be a significant gift to the 
church. Certainly, as we have experimented with Days like this 
over the last year, with church members and on occasions 
with lay and ordained leaders from churches working in 
partnership, we have seen their huge potential.

In some contexts the main theme of a Connect Day, or 
Weekend, will be on the inner-life of the group and how the 

connections between people and churches can move into 
a closer and relational interdependence. In other situations 
the Day may have a more outward focus as churches grapple 
with what it means to be tasked with a shared responsibility 
for mission and evangelism in their locality. Or it may be that 
local churches, or groups of leaders, will ask us to facilitate a 
Connect Day which is more exclusively about refreshment and 
retreat. Or a combination!

In each case we will want to keep an emphasis on the Holy 
Spirit as the only one who can connect the disparate parts 
of the church into a deeper relational unity, and as the 
missioner par excellence who connects the church to God’s 
outward and life-giving flow of love for the world. It is the 
Holy Spirit, the “go-between God”, who connects us inwardly 
across our churches (to one another), outwardly (to the 
world) and upwardly (into the triune unity of God himself), 
and who alone can breathe life into the organisational 
structure of the church.

Connect Days

www.resource-arm.net
office@resource-arm.net
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“Thank you so much for everything that ReSource 
put into the Frome churches day. The love, planning 

and prayer that went into the day was very evident – 
with space for worship, teaching, testimony, and time 

to listen to and receive from God. I found it personally 
hugely encouraging, and have spoken to many others 

who felt the same. The teaching was clear, practical, 
and relevant for every type and size of church. The 

workshops were excellent. It was really exciting to see 
this event happening in Frome and we will be praying 

that it is a significant step in releasing the work and 
fruit of the Holy Spirit in and through the churches in 

and around the town. Come again soon!”

Caroline Pomeroy 
Lay Dean, Frome Deanery

If you would like to start a conversation with us about 
a ReSource team facilitating a Connect Day or Weekend 
for your group of churches please be in touch. 
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The new ReSource Renewal Retreats are designed 
specifically for church leaders and their spouses who are 
working for Holy Spirit renewal in little, local, and ordinary 
churches in the churches’ mainstream. 

Church leadership, ordained and lay, is always demanding 
and often exhausting, and can be especially so when leaders 
are cutting new ground and coaxing congregations into 
unfamiliar spiritual territory. The Renewal Retreats will be 
opportunities for those who are leading inherited churches 
into a deeper engagement with the Holy Spirit for renewal, 
discipleship and mission to have space and opportunity, 
with others from similar situations, to get some Holy Spirit 
refreshment and inspiration for themselves. 

The Retreats will be for church leaders and their spouses. 
They will be residential over two or three days. And they 
will be facilitated by a ReSource team. The programme will 
include informal worship, teaching on themes relevant 
to those working for Holy Spirit renewal in mainstream 
churches, ministry times in main sessions and in groups, 
and plenty of space for personal prayer, walking, talking and 
doing whatever is needed to replenish what life and ministry 
has depleted.  

We have had experience of leading just this kind of retreat 
in recent years which has confirmed for us just how needed 
they are and how valuable they can be in resourcing those 
who are working for a deeper engagement with the Holy 
Spirit in mainstream churches. We are looking forward to 
building on this experience and to offering ReSource Renewal 
Retreats in different locations around the country. We also 
want to encourage church leaders in a diocese, denomination 
or locality to make their own arrangements for a Renewal 
Retreat, which ReSource can facilitate and help to plan. 

If the church nationally is to thrive and grow again across the 
whole landscape of inherited church, we want to support as 
best we can those leaders who are working under the call of 

God in sometimes unfamiliar contexts 
and traditions, and give them a familiar 
space in which the Holy Spirit is 
welcomed and where there is space and 
opportunity to refresh the soul. They 
need it. And we need them!

Renewal Retreats

“Excellent. Biblical depth alongside 
openness to the Spirit and relevant 

to personal life and calling to 
ministry. Real and Honest. Inspiring 

and refreshing!”
Retreat for Lichfield Renewal Network

www.resource-arm.net
office@resource-arm.net
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If local groups of church 
leaders would like to explore 
organising a Renewal Retreat, 
do please be in touch with 
us. And keep an eye open for 
ReSource Renewal Retreats in 
venues across the country. 
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140 church members, aged 0 to 81, gathered at Kings 
Park Conference Centre in March for a blessed weekend 
of teaching and fellowship led by Kevin and Anne Roberts.   
Many had never been on such a weekend before and 
weren’t sure what to expect.  

It proved to be a fun filled weekend with plenty of great 
fellowship, encompassing the diverse nature of our church 
family. Everyone appreciated how Kevin and Anne came and 
lived amongst us, and somehow managed to get to know 
almost everyone present.    

They encouraged us to live under the conference theme 
of ‘Count Me In.’ We started the weekend encouraged by 
the calling of Peter and the first Disciples, who counted 
themselves in instantaneously and unconditionally. On 
Saturday, we moved into teaching on Ezekiel 47, with the 
invitation to be submerged completely, not partially, to a life 
in the Spirit.

Sunday morning Kevin and Anne demonstrated that the first 
work of the Spirit was to create the Church, with mission as 
the overarching ambition. We were encouraged to actively 
consider living our lives with a greater commitment to Church 
and to our calling in the world.  

A particular highlight was a very well attended seminar on 
‘Suffering and glory, where is God when life hurts?’ helping 
us to understand that the Spirit is with us both in the 
miracle of healing, but also in the journey of suffering, and 
that often the Spirit’s greatest work comes in our weakness.   
Kevin and Anne’s clearly explained theology set amidst their 
willingness to be vulnerable in sharing their own stories, was 
so much appreciated. 

Anne’s seminar on Introverts in church life was also popular. 
Honest and grounded, Anne encouraged us to be free to be 
ourselves and showed how our personality type brings added 
richness to church life.

In addition to the excellent teaching, there were numerous 
opportunities for personal prayer ministry – many took 
advantage. The Spirit was at work not only fulfilling so many 
seeking renewal, but also for those needing inner healing, and 
creating a great launchpad for our community as we prepare 
for the appointment of a new incumbent.  

Feedback 
suggested that 
Kevin and Anne’s 
teaching and 
the weekend 
as a whole had 
exceeded even 
the highest 
expectations.    
Thank-you Lord!

Val Lechler

St John’s Ealing Church Weekend 

“ as we gathered there was much 
anticipation about what the Holy Spirit 
would do. This was heightened by several 
words of knowledge and pictures from 
ReSource’s Intercessors.”

www.resource-arm.net
office@resource-arm.net
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Appeal

Thank you for such a magnificent 
response to last year’s Autumn Appeal. 
It was a great success, and we raised 
just under £25000 towards the costs 
of our development work, which is a 
massive achievement. Thank you. We 
have a bit of a financial mountain to 
climb this present year, so if you are 
able to give either a single donation or 
to take out a regular standing order it 
would be appreciated. Full details on 
the Giving Form accompanying this 
Newsletter.

CIO

ReSource has recently become a 
Charitable Incorporated Organisation, 
with a new charity number 1180394. 
A CIO gives non-profit organisations 
and charities like ours some of the legal 
protections of incorporation, especially 
protecting Trustees from any personal 
financial liability. We feel that a CIO is 
a better vehicle for us as we grow. New 
banking details will be available soon, 
though standing orders can continue to 
be paid into existing accounts.

Giving to Resource

If you feel moved to give to the work of 
ReSource, thank you!

Single donations can be made by 
cheque, by CAF voucher, through our 
bank or through the donate button on 
our website. Regular donations can 
be made by standing order, using the 
form available on the Giving page of 
our website or from the office. Gift Aid 
forms are available on the website or 
from the office, as is information about 
how to remember ReSource in your will.

Trustees

We look forward to welcoming Bishop 
John Holbrook back from his sabbatical 
travels when he chairs the next Trustees 
Meeting on 9 April, at which meeting 
we also anticipate formalising the 
appointment of one new Trustee and 
exploring other possible candidates. We 
are still looking for a new Trustee with 
financial expertise, if this might be you.

Associates

As our work expands we are looking to appoint more Associates to help deliver ReSource’s ministry, both in public events and 
in personal support for church leaders in the Alongside programme. We are looking to appoint Associates through a prayerful 
discernment and selection process, including checking that applicants are in good standing with their diocese or denomination 
and are safeguarding trained and compliant. We are also putting in place processes to train and support Associates for a 
significant, albeit voluntary, ministry which is vital if we are to be able to serve more people in more places. Watch this space if 
you would like to apply. 
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